VMCs >20in Y

The report projects $1,244M will be spent on VMCs >20in Y in the US in 2019.

10 year trend in spending on VMCs >20in Y

Why are shops buying VMCs >20in Y?

- Improve productivity/efficiency: 63%
- Update technology: 56%
- Increase Capacity: 53%
- Improve quality: 39%
- Add new process/technology capability: 27%
- Reduce costs: 25%
- Add operational flexibility: 20%
- Other: 2%

What are the top industries planning to buy VMCs >20in Y?

- Job Shops: $462M
- Machinery/Equipment: $225M
- Non-Manufacturing: $92M
- Aerospace: $91M
- Automotive: $87M

Where are shops buying VMCs >20in Y?

How will different plant sizes invest in VMCs >20in Y?

- 1-19 employees: $324M
- 20-49 employees: $100M
- 50-99 employees: $262M
- 100-249 employees: $159M
- 250+ employees: $398M